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Absurdities And Atrocities Are Abounding      

By Andy Caldwell 

   Voltaire wrote that “anyone who has the power to 

make you believe absurdities has the power to make 
you commit atrocities”.  Unfortunately, the extreme left 
is the embodiment of this observation having inspired 
countless people to do things that were unthinkable 
from time immemorial, things nothing less than atro-
cious. 

Regarding the angry outbursts against the Supreme 
Court for its ruling on Roe v. Wade, political power 
brokers would have low-information, knee-jerk reac-
tive protesters believe the court has banned abor-
tions.  Nothing could be further from the truth.  What 
the court did is give authority back to the states to de-
termine their own laws pertaining to abortion sans the 
previous Supreme Court fiat impudently imposed in 
Roe. 

That leaves California free to declare abortion a con-
stitutional right if voters agree.  Moreover, if AB 2223 
passes, California will be the first state to legalize in-
fanticide- the killing of a newborn.  Ergo, the court fell 
short of recognizing that the right to life is unalienable 
and, as such, atrocities will surely abound.   

Such is par for the course.  A female supreme court 
nominee couldn’t define a woman.  Healthy young 
women are voluntarily undergoing double mastecto-
mies because they no longer believe they are wom-
en.   Pre-teens are being given hormone-blocking 
drugs and cross-sex hormones, without parental con-
sent, as if they have the wisdom to make irreversible 
life-altering decisions, thereby risking permanent ste-
rility and various cancers.  Drag queens, some of 
whom are convicted pedophiles no less, are romping 
on the floor with young children after leading story 
hour in the local library, as mothers look on approv-
ingly.  But I digress. 

At one rally against the decision, a speaker declared 
her abortion was an act of love.  That reminds me of 
an infamous event in Santa Barbara titled “Shout Your 
Abortion”.  The sentiment in both is that abortion is 
something to be proud of via the choice to not bring 
an unwanted child into this world.  The presupposition 
underlying the dead conscience of the people that be-
lieve this is that a child in a womb is not a person that 
has unalienable rights, including the right to live and 
be loved.  

The pill was originally considered the symbol of wom-
en’s liberation leading to the sexual revolution.  And 
even though birth control measures are widely availa-
ble nowadays to just about anyone, somehow that did 
not render the need for abortions superfluous.  Even 
Bill Clinton proclaimed that abortion should be “legal, 
safe and rare”.  But does anyone dare consider the 
death of 63 million Americans a rare event?  Abortion 
on demand has led to a genocide in the black commu-
nity as the black population has fallen below replace-
ment ratios.  So much for black liberation and black 
power.  If it were not for immigration, the same could 
be said for America as a whole.  And, on a global lev-
el, the overwhelming number of fetuses in the world 
that are aborted are female! 

How on earth did the right to dismember a child in the 
womb become the defining right of some wom-
en?  How could the conscience of so many be 
seared?  It is nothing less than a defiant disregard 
and utterly nihilistic obliteration of the God-given pre-
cious and natural gift of maternal instinct, that which 
should serve to create, nourish, and cherish life invio-
late at all costs.  

Abortion is thereby a spiritual, biological, and social 
distortion and abrogation of the natural function of 
woman, to be a vessel of the miracle of creation, 
which is essential to the preservation and perpetua-
tion of family, civilization, society, and culture.  Hence, 
I have no sympathy to the hordes of reprobate blood-
smeared protesters rioting for the right to shed even 
more innocent blood on the already-stained           
conscience and soul of America.  



California’s Electric High Speed Rail: No Power, No Money, 
No ‘High Speed’        
By Katy Grimes 
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    Many wonder if the high-speed trains 

will be powered by windmills, solar panels, 
cooking oil and algae 

“If it is built, California’s High-Speed Rail would be the 
largest public works project in state history. That fact 
alone appears be intoxicating to state officials, in a 
perpetual quest to have California be the first state to 
do anything,” I reported in 2011. That’s how long Cali-
fornia’s High Speed Rail has served only as a jobs 
program and a really bad joke on California voters 
and taxpayers. 

By 2011, it was apparent that the High Speed Rail 
Authority was violating important mandates in the 
2008 initiative, passed by voters. Proposition 1A, $9 
billion in bonds for high-speed rail, included numerous 
mandates, none of which can be legally bypassed on 
the way to building the massive train system. 

Top on the list is that the rail system must be high-
speed. “Electric trains that are capable of sustained 
maximum revenue operating speeds of no less than 
200 miles per hour,” the law states. However, much of 
the first segment between Fresno and Bakersfield is 
not high-speed; nor will high-speed be attainable in 
dense cities. 

“Despite the warnings of a nearly $100 billion balloon-
ing price tag, no track laid, no trains running, decreas-
ing legislative support and even opposition from 
diehard rail advocates, the High-Speed Rail Authority 
is steaming ahead full throttle with plans to build the 
most expensive high-speed rail system in history.” 
That is also from 2011 – 11 years ago. And nothing 
has changed except more spending on the train to 
nowhere. 

A 2011 Field poll found that two thirds of Californians 
want a new referendum on the project. And by a two-
to-one margin, they say they’d vote to derail it, only 
three years after passing Prop. 1A. 

California Senate Republicans just issued a “Myths 
vs. Facts” report on California’s High Speed Rail de-
bacle. They reported, “14 years later, this ‘efficient’ 
bullet train was supposed to be completed in the early 
2020s, but it is nowhere near completion, while the 
cost has ballooned to $105 billion from $33 billion. In 
the 2022-2023 state budget, Legislative Democrats 
earmarked another $4.2 billion for the first phase of 

the project, which would run from Bakersfield to 
Merced.” 

“Adding insult to California voters, the California High 
Speed Rail Authority (HSRA) has published a website 
peddling myths about the bullet train,” Senate Repub-
licans said. “While they suggest they are trying to 
‘dispel myths’ and separate ‘fact from fiction,’ their 
own website is rampant with more opinions than 
facts.” 

Even in 2011, California’s High Speed Rail pushers 
were agitating for the $3.5 billion in matching federal 
funding for the rail plan. However, that federal money 
came with a requirement of use exclusively in the eco-
nomically depressed Central Valley. 

A 2011 report by the Legislative Analyst found that 
future High-Speed Rail funding sources were “highly 
speculative,” and the economic impact analysis in-
cluded in the rail authority’s plan “may be incomplete 

(Continued on page 17) 



If This Is Freedom...         
By Andy Caldwell 
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  Gavin Newsom, read that 2024-wanna-be-

presidential-candidate Gavin Newsom, unveiled an ad 
urging Florida residents and businesses to come to 
California, “where we still believe in freedom”!  Talk 
about a world class narcissist living in complete denial 
of reality!  For the fact of the matter is that California 
has one of the highest out-migration rates in the coun-
try, second only to another liberal bastion hell hole, 
New York!  Why is that?  Let’s consider Newsom’s 
fake news as it pertains to California freedom. 

Californians are free to have the highest taxes in the 
country. 

Californians are free to pay some of the highest real 
estate and rent prices in the country. 

Californians are free to suffer some of the highest 
crime rates in the country. 

Californians are free to pay some of the highest gaso-
line and electricity prices in the country. 

Californians are free to sit in the dark as they suffer 
the most electricity blackouts in the country. 

Californians are free to have the highest number of 
illegal aliens in the country. 

Californians are free to have the most people on     
welfare in the country. 

Californians are free to have the greatest number of 
homeless people in the country. 

Californians are free to have the worst schools in the 
country. 

Californians are free to have the highest pension and 
infrastructure debts and deficits in the country. 

Californians are free to have the highest cost and 
greatest scarcity of water in the country. 

Californians are free to sit in traffic gridlock longer 
than any other group of motorists in the country. 

California businesses are free to suffer from outra-
geous costs having to do with legal liabilities (we are 
consistently rated the top judicial hellhole in Ameri-
ca!!!) due to such things as Prop. 65 and American 
Disability Act lawsuits which have created a bounty 
hunter situation among lawyers via nuisance lawsuits. 

As bad as things are, they are about to get worse be-
cause of Assembly Bill 5, which was signed into law a 

few years ago.  This bill, which was created at the be-
hest of unions, sought to eliminate private contracting 
jobs in the state of California.  Why?  Because private 
sector unions can’t recruit individual contractors for 
representation.  The initial focus of this legislation in-
volved over 100 job classifications, including doctors, 
nurses, musicians, and of course, Uber and Lyft driv-
ers.  By way of lots and lots of politicking and a ballot 
measure, most classifications of contractors were 
summarily exempted from AB5, with the notable ex-
ception of independent truckers, some 70,000 of 
them, who sued the state to keep on trucking.  Well, 
the truckers recently lost that case and now our sup-
ply chain crisis is about to get phenomenally 
worse!  You can thank the Governor and the state leg-
islature for what you are about to suffer because AB5 
was a solution in search of a problem.  
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‘Freedom’ Isn’t The Right Word To Describe The State Of 
Things In California            
By Steven Greenhut 
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   SACRAMENTO – It’s hard to understand the ra-

tionale for Gov. Gavin Newsom’s Independence Day 
political ad in Florida, which urged Floridians to “join 
us in California where we still believe in freedom.” OK, 
there’s a political rationale given that Newsom might 
actually be planning to run for president, but the video 
ad is inexplicable. 

In fact, its wording suggests that Newsom might be 
delusional. In recent interviews, the California gover-
nor pinned his motivation on Florida Gov. Ron De-
Santis’ threat to impose a $27.5-million fine on the 
Special Olympics if that group didn’t rescind its vac-
cine mandate. 

On that specific point, I agree that threatening a pri-
vate group with a fine was wrong. DeSantis has in-
deed embraced a variety of “culture war” policies de-
signed to support his burgeoning campaign for the 
GOP presidential nomination. I have no use for gover-
nors of either party who engage in rhetorical spats as 
they attempt to appeal to their political base. 

I still cringe at the childish battle between former Gov. 
Jerry Brown and former Texas Gov. Rick Perry after 
Perry ran ads in California urging businesses to relo-
cate. Brown saidPerry’s ad campaign wasn’t serious: 
“It was barely a fart.” That’s silly stuff, but Perry’s ads 
made logical sense given that California’s regulatory 
climate has long been a boon for Austin and Dallas. 

But in what universe can a governor argue that Cali-
fornia – despite its historical appeal to entrepreneurs 
and creative types – remains a beacon for freedom 
seekers? That ship has sailed like a yacht that has 
departed Long Beach harbor. 

California might arguably be freer when it comes to 
some social behaviors, but in most areas – starting 
and operating a business, pursuing work, building 
housing, educating our kids free from government 
control – it is unquestionably among the nation’s least
-free states. 

Our tax rates are so high that Californians mainly are 
free to work longer hours to pay for a modicum of 
mostly shoddy services. Keeping the money one 
earns is in some ways the ultimate freedom issue. Is 
Newsom unaware that our population is declining – as 
people flee our sunny clime and magnificent scenery 

for Godforsaken places such as Nevada and Oklaho-
ma? 

Furthermore, Californians are facing water shortages 
and draconian water restrictions even as Newsom’s 
own administration has rejected new storage and de-
salination projects. His administration is scurrying to 
keep the lights on as the heat rises. 

Ah, nothing says freedom like having the water police 
fine you when you wash the car. Or relying on a gen-
erator after the lights go out as the state mismanages 
the electricity grid. I don’t feel particularly free knowing 
that the state also is busy banning those generators 
and other small internal-combustion-powered lawn 
equipment. But that’s the California way. 

(Continued on page 14) 



County Supervisors’ Colossal Failure To Serve And Protect         
By Andy Caldwell 

your booty to finish you off!  For the time being, you 
can keep your shoes on.  There is only one reason 
they would implement this system; they don’t feel safe 
in the halls of government.  Why is that?  Simply put, 
the supervisors are confounded hypocrites. 

For more than a decade, every board meeting was 
protected by an armed sheriff’s deputy.  But our woke 
supervisors wanted the deputy removed because hav-
ing a deputy in uniform could be considered threaten-
ing to people of color, presumably.  What to do?  Well, 
the meeting is now guarded by a security professional 
in plain clothes, in addition to the new security gate 
manned by uniformed guards no less.  I feel better 
now, how about you? 

Here is a shout out to the “public servants” in their 
stucco tower: if you don’t feel safe with armed guards 
patrolling your building, how do you think we 
feel?  Are we racists because we want criminals ar-
rested and locked up until they pay their debt to socie-
ty?  There are thousands of gang members in our 
community and various other organized theft rings, 
not to mention homeless people, committing crimes 
every day against the people you are supposed to be 
representing.  The criminal justice ideology driving 
your agenda treats every criminal as a victim, but your 
behavior tells us you yourselves don’t feel safe in the 
community you were elected to serve and pro-
tect.  Maybe you should focus on that moral           
obligation. 
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   Santa Barbara county supervisors received anoth-

er update on their plan to create equity in our criminal 
justice system.  What does that mean in actuali-
ty?  They believe criminals are first and foremost vic-
tims!  Hence, the chief aim of the program, with few 
exceptions, is to keep as many criminals, both ac-
cused and convicted, out of jail.  This has to do with 
the premise that our criminal justice system is a prod-
uct of racism.  

Compounding this problem is the fact that our state 
downgraded felonies to misdemeanors and misde-
meanors to citations.  What that means is that all Cali-
fornia crime statistics have been skewed to deceive 
and delude the public regarding actual crime rates 
and the dire situation we find ourselves in.  Our local 
source of this problem is woefully magnified by this 
woke county supervisor’s declaration:  

“We acknowledge that longstanding decades of re-
peated individual and systemic racism and violence 
against People of Color are contributing to a climate 
of intense sadness, fear, and outrage throughout the 
nation and in our Santa Barbara County community. 
Harmful consequences over many generations have 
roots in historic, structural racism that have created 
societal barriers to opportunities, resources, and 
wealth, resulting in disproportionate damage to Black, 
Latinx and other Communities of Color. We seek to 
reduce racial disparities across our law enforcement 
and criminal justice systems. All residents need to 
have trust that our justice system is unbiased and that 
our County is committed to equitably advancing the 
safety and well-being of all community members. As 
County leaders with a moral obligation to promote 
equal protection and equal justice, we must sharpen 
our focus and harden our resolve to implement pro-
grams that are fair, just and address racial bias 
throughout the criminal justice system. In this national 
moment of reckoning, we join with our colleagues, 
partners, collaborators, and the entire Santa Barbara 
County community to stand with our Black and Latinx 
communities, and others who find themselves on the 
fringe of society, to denounce racism in all its forms.”  

Meanwhile, the county erected a security gate at the 
entrance of their building, like that which you use to 
enter the secure area of an airport, complete with 
buckets for your personal belongings, a hands-over-
your-head x-ray of your body, and a little wand over 



The Left's Entire Philosophy Is Based Upon Hating Key 
Figures On The Right  
By Rachel Alexander 
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   Those of us on the right don’t understand how left-

ists think. They seem to be all over the place, a mish-
mash of positions on issues thrown together that are 
offensive and lacking in logic. We base our positions 
on clear underlying principles like maximizing free-
dom, minimizing government intervention, protecting 
life, etc. As a result of this disconnect, many on the 
right go so far as to label people on the left mentally 
ill. But there is a distinctly prevalent pattern that can 
be seen simmering underneath the surface of left 
wingers.  

They’re not going to easily admit it, because it’s not 
flattering. But it does provide a rational explanation 
that is at least not mental illness. I know too many de-
cent people on the left for them all to be mentally ill. 
Look at Denzel Washington (and sorry libs, the awe-
some Divorce Court’s Judge Lynn Toler is a           
Republican).  

Now, remember how we’ve noticed that Democrats 
tend to be more emotional, always the first to cut fami-
ly members off over COVID-19, more likely to end 
friendships over politics, throwing “Karen” fits in pub-
lic? There is something to this.  

What it comes down to is people on the left formulate 
their views based on negative experiences or reac-
tions toward people on the right. Many of them had a 
bad personal experience with someone on the right at 
a formative age. 

Have you noticed their obsession with Donald Trump? 
Most of their hardcore activists talk about nothing oth-
er than taking Trump down. When I told my lefty friend 
I was writing about something based on what I’ve 
learned from our daily discussions, his predictable 
response was, “Why don't you write the truth? That 
Donald Trump could give two sh**** less about the 
GOP or the Republican party and that he's only using 
people to raise money so he can refurbish his airplane 
and pay his attorneys to try and keep him out of pris-
on. And then at the end of the day he will throw away 
the GOP the second it serves him no further purpose.” 

They have little to say about being in power, the Biden 
administration, what’s happening in Congress or the 
economy. They harbor intense anger toward polariz-
ing figures on the right. When you ask them why they 
are leftists, they always point to something negative 

about someone on the right, never any fundamental 
principles on the left. The ones who aren’t very reli-
gious point to bad priests, televangelists with scan-
dals or a bad personal incident they had in church.  

They obsess over radical fringe people who identify 
on the right, living in some fantasy world where the 
GOP is completely composed of those people, as if 
the rest of us don’t exist. My lefty friend follows the 
fringiest people on the right he can find on Tele-
gram, and constantly gaslights me about their scan-
dals, as if I’m a racist and sexist since I’m in the 
same party.  

I don’t have the time to follow the fringiest people on 
the left, but for the left, this is the core of their be-
liefs, and they need reinforcement since it’s such a 

(Continued on page 11) 



County Supervisors’ Ginormous Accounting Gimmick   
By Andy Caldwell 

goes up must come down. For the moment, the pen-
sion fund appears to be 90% funded, but that doesn’t 

(Continued on page 16) 
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   Santa Barbara County supervisors recently re-

ceived a status report on the Santa Barbara County 
Employee Retirement System, also known as 
SBCERS.  SBCERS is a semi-autonomous agency 
that covers the 4,300 employees (and 4,906 current 
retirees) of the county in addition to the employees 
and retirees of a few local special districts. 

 There are a few things you should know about our 
county government pension system.  First, it guaran-
tees government employees a percentage of their fi-
nal average salary for the rest of their lives.  The 
amount of the pension is a function of the employee’s 
years of service and the final highest year’s salary 
multiplied by 2-3% depending on the terms of the em-
ployee’s union contract.   

 On the surface, it appears that sheriff deputies and 
firefighters get the highest pensions (which I am sup-
portive of).  But that is misleading because many of 
the rank-and-file employees of the county also get 
social security in addition to their county pension (I 
don’t believe they should get both!).  Added together, 
social security and a government pension put most all 
employees on par with sheriff deputies and firefighters 
with respect to pensions. 

 Another thing you need to know is that the pension 
payments are mostly dependent upon stock market 
returns.  That is the employees rarely pay more than a 
few percent of their current salaries into the pension 
fund.  The bulk of the payout comes from invest-
ments.  However, over the long term, returns have 
been insufficient to cover the long-term liabilities.  This 
requires that the county (the taxpayers) cover invest-
ment shortfalls by contributing an average of 41.4 
cents towards pension costs for every dollar in regular 
payroll.  All told, the average cost, fully loaded, of a 
county employee is $160,000 per year.  The total cost 
of salaries and benefits is now $760 million per year. 

 The report which the county supervisors received in-
dicated that several outstanding years of investment 
returns have achieved a 90% funding level for the 
pension fund.  The outstanding returns included what 
many believe to be an all-time whopping 25% return 
last year. 

 So, that is the good news.  The bad news is that what 
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California’s Budget Substance Is As Bad As The Process     
By Jon Coupal 
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   This column addresses budget issues frequently 

and, most recently, reported on how broken the budg-
et process is. While the “budget bill” is constitutionally 
mandated to be enacted by June 15, it only passed by 
that date for one reason — so the legislators could 
continue to receive their paychecks. 

Moreover, since the enactment of the budget, there 
have been two so-called “junior budget bills” amend-
ing the fake June 15th budget and around 30 so-
called “budget trailer bills” directing the spending of 
billions in ways that the budget bill itself did not direct. 

But it isn’t just the budget process that is wholly bro-
ken, the actual substance of the bill reveals perverse 
spending priorities. Let’s start with the size of this gar-
gantuan budget. One veteran political reporter, who 
has followed state budgets since the 1960s, remem-
bers when the budget was $3 billion. It has grown 
since then by 100-fold to a staggering $300 billion. 

The old saying that the bigger they are, the harder 
they fall, can be applied to the California state budget. 
There remains a legitimate question whether massive 
new spending programs can be sustained when, not 
if, we have a major recession, as more and more 
economists and business leaders are predicting. 

For taxpayers, priority number-one in this year’s budg-
et was the long-promised gas tax relief. This is espe-
cially important since, on Friday, California’s gas tax 
went up by about three cents. That might not seem 
like a lot, but we already had the highest gas tax in 

the nation. So, while other states are providing imme-
diate gas tax relief directly at the pump, California will 
not. 

Rather than do the right thing and suspend the gas 
tax for a year — a quick, simple and low-cost solution 
recommended by Republicans—the governor and 
Democrats in the legislature agreed on a $9.5 billion 
tax rebate program which will attempt to target re-
funds based not on the amount of taxes paid, but on 
need and family size; and not now, but just before the 
November election. 

Another example is Assembly Bill 208 that will create 

(Continued on page 13) 



The Cult Seducing America’s Youth      
By Andy Caldwell 
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   Does anyone remember Corporal Maxwell Klinger, 

from the television show MASH?  He dressed as a 
woman, quite typically in a very outlandish manner, 
because he wanted a psychiatric discharge.  Contrast 
that with today’s real life four-star admiral Dr. Rachel 
Levine, formerly Dr. Richard Levine, who is described 
as “very much regarded in the fields of pediatrics, psy-
chiatry, and social well-being”. 

This expert on children’s “psychiatry and well-being”, 
Dr. Levine, the U.S. Assistant Health Secretary, has 
called for laws to "support and empower youths to get 
gender affirmation treatment as anything less than 
that will create mental health issues in trans 
youth”.  Au contraire!  For millennia, transgender be-
havior was itself diagnosed as a mental health disor-
der which explains the fact that 82% have contemplat-
ed suicide and 40% have attempted the same.  

Scores of vulnerable young women are being se-
duced by the trans movement that promises them a 
sense of belonging via a new identity that comes at 
the expense of permanent sterilization not to mention 
double mastectomies.  This struggle among young 
women involving emotional and psychological image 
problems resulting in self-harm to their body is akin to 
conditions such as anorexia, albeit there is no anorex-
ia rights movement that I know of.  Albeit the trans 
movement is all that on steroids, via medically sanc-
tioned irreversible surgeries and damaging hormone 
treatments, no less.   

Clare Morell, writing for National Review, states that 
so-called trans influencers on social media are in 
large part driving the disturbing transgender move-
ment among teens.  And online pornography today 
increasingly includes transgender porn- known as 
“sissy” porn. Social media sites peddle disinformation 
on the drugs and surgeries of the trans world, and in-
fluencers coach teens on how to lie to doctors and 
their parents to get these drugs or surgeries.  

Moreover, as reported by Breitbart News, the Center 
for Disease Control (CDC) is now piling on by promot-
ing and advertising an online chat space, Q Chat, that 
hosts conversations on drag culture, having multiple 
genders, sex change operations, and what should 
come as no surprise, the promotion of occult practic-
es, such as queer tarot cards.  “The sexually, political-
ly, and even spiritually charged material is intermixed 

with content that appeals to young children” such as 
video games and cartoons.  This site too comes with 
directions on how to conceal the content from parents 
and family members.  Q Chat is run in part by 
Planned Parenthood, which Breitbart News revealed 
is now offering hormone replacement therapy to mi-
nors and has claimed that “transgender identity can 
be cemented early in elementary school”.   

Nothing like a new pair of cement shoes for the school 
year, eh, PP? 

Now, let’s turn our attention to Michigan Attorney 
General Dana Nessel who said during a drag event in 
Lansing that “drag queens make everything better” 
and that “there should be a drag queen for every 
school”.  Has anyone asked why do drag queens want 

(Continued on page 12) 



The Left's Entire Philosophy Is Based Upon Hating Key 
Figures On The Right cont. 

batty trying to change the topic and deflect, even to 
the point of getting angry. He’s a far worse person 
than any of their top targets on the right, such as Rep. 
Marjorie Taylor-Greene, Rep. Lauren Boebert and 
Laura Loomer. In order to make these rightwingers 
look like the bogeyman, they have to selectively edit, 
distort and take out of context their statements.  

The left is “throwing the baby out with the bathwater” 
using this technique. They are cherry picking some 
actions by a small percentage of people on the right 
and using that to throw out an entire philosophy. 

So their entire philosophy ends up being based on the 
opposite of our coherent philosophy. Since we’re for 
maximizing freedom of the individual, they’re for col-
lectivizing people into groups, weighing minorities 
more than others and restricting capitalism. Since we 
believe in Judeo-Christian values, they want to restrict 
those values. Ever try to have a coherent discussion 
with a leftist about his hodgepodge of views, trying to 
get him to defend them all? They can’t, because they 
really don’t feel that strongly about most of them.    

Rachel Alexander is a political consultant (and editor 
and founder of Intellectual Conservative  
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shaky philosophy, basing your views on hating          
famous people on the right. They’ve built up a cottage 
industry around it, with many outlets now devoted ex-
tensively to highlighting lightning rods on the right. 
Media Matters, the Daily Beast, ProPublica, even 
Rolling Stone now feature long exposés about people 
on the right who they hate. People For the American 
Way compiles records on even the least known of us. 

The left has always been masterful at lumping in de-
cent Christian leaders with the worst on the right, as if 
they’re all morally the same, making it easier to in-
clude even the formerly most powerful man in the 
world, Trump. Left-wing rags that cover issues be-
sides politics, like The Village Voice’s related news 
sites, deliberately profile every crazy pedophile that 
pops up in between hit pieces on top Christian con-
servative leaders, trying to create an association in 
people's minds.  

Far less likely to be Christians, the left doesn’t believe 
in the concept of forgiveness — so Trump and their 
other targets can never be forgiven. They are blatant 
that nothing will stop them from trying to prosecute 
him and making sure he never becomes president 
again. 

The longer their list of “right-wing kooks” becomes, 
the more their position is reinforced that they are right 
and we are wrong. That’s why they become so en-
trenched in their views. They especially love to hold 
the right up to super perfect, Jesus-like standards, as 
if we’re all supposed to be perfect too like Jesus and 
never make a mistake — which actually goes against 
the Christian religion, which teaches that no one is 
perfect like Jesus. 

They conveniently ignore all the flaws on their side, 
because it destroys the foundations of their beliefs. 
Point out anything about Hunter Biden and they go 

(Continued from page 7) 
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The Cult Seducing America’s Youth      
By Andy Caldwell 
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to perform in front of children in the first place?   

Don Boys, PhD, former columnist for USA Today, 
writes that these story hours typically involve dancing, 
bouncing, bright colors, singing, sparkles and glitter, 
not to mention balloons and music to sexualize and/or 
groom these vulnerable children.  In too many cases, 
this modern day take on a clown show is nothing less 
than a bawdy and derelict opportunity for convicted 
pedophiles to gain access to impressionable young 
children. 

Sexual and gender pandemonium, that is confusion 
and uproar, is hereby assaulting American youth.  The 
classic Greek meaning of the word pandemonium, 
meaning “the region of demons”, is an apt description 
of the spirt and soul of this issue.  Hence, all hell is 
breaking loose on America.  Accordingly, the trans 
movement is functioning as a cult, seducing, and 
dominating its members through psychological manip-
ulation, deception, and pressure strategies.  

(Continued from page 10) 
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a new excise tax on lithium extraction. Why? Because 
lithium is crucially important for battery manufacturing 
and there is something of a gold rush on lithium oc-
curring in the Salton Sea. The Legislature intends to 
get in on the action. 

The Legislature’s plan would impose a tax of $400 to 
$800 per metric ton of lithium extracted in California. 
The industry says that could discourage investment 
and make locally sourced lithium more expensive than 
imports coming from half a world away. Currently, lith-
ium is imported from countries including China, where 
the lithium industry has been tied to forced labor and 
environmental degradation. 

Meanwhile, the California Energy Commission esti-
mates that there is enough lithium in the Salton Sea to 
meet America’s lithium needs and up to 40% of the 
world’s demand. Further, it has been reported that the 
Salton Sea could produce the world’s “greenest” lithi-
um and that the lithium industry has the potential of 
breathing economic life back into a region that faces 
high rates of unemployment and suffers health im-
pacts from the drying sea. 

Disincentivizing our local lithium industry through tax-
ation is counter to California’s climate and labor val-
ues and bad for Riverside and Imperial counties, our 
state, the United States, and the world. 

Space limitations prevent a full airing of all the silli-
ness to be found in the state budget, but this one 
caught our eye. One of the post-budget “trailer” bills 
revealed Gov. Newsom’s obsession with poking at pro
-business states like Texas and Florida. The bill would 
give special consideration to businesses seeking state 
“Go-Biz” grants if they’re relocating jobs away from a 

(Continued from page 9) 

state that limits access to abortion or “permits discrim-
ination” on the basis of sexual orientation, gender 
identity, or gender expression. Apparently, Newsom 
believes businesses will be more attracted to Califor-
nia for its woke purity than they are repelled by its 
high taxes and burdensome regulations. 

Maybe someone should remind the governor that 
Chevron, one of California’s most storied businesses, 
announced it was moving its headquarters to Texas. 

As long as California remains under one-party rule, 
the public’s money will continue to be spent to pick 
winners and losers, reward political friends and hurt 
political enemies. It’s a broken process with a very 
high price tag. 

Jon Coupal is president of the Howard Jarvis        
Taxpayers Association. 
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Whenever some think tank or trade group produces a 
study comparing states – on tax rates, licensing rules, 
regulatory hurdles, quality of public services or hous-
ing fees – I always save myself time by immediately 
scanning the bottom of the list. The only question is 
whether California will fare better than Illinois, New 
York or New Jersey. 

Perhaps Newsom and his fellow Democrats don’t un-
derstand that regulations, which are by definition 
“rules or directives made and maintained by an au-
thority,” signify the opposite of freedom. If a person is 
free, that person obviously chooses how to live. If a 
person is regulated, that person must behave as the 
governmental authorities dictate. 

Let’s consider licensing laws, where the government 
imposes a long list of conditions (fees, educational 
requirements) on one’s ability to legally work. How 
free are we if the authorities make it so difficult to 
work that we have no choice but to operate in the un-
derground economy? “An ‘occupational license’ is, put 
simply, government permission to work in a particular 
field,” explains the libertarian Institute for Justice. 

The government mandates training, which often is 
disconnected from the actual work the licensees will 
do. Typically, trade groups with an interest in reducing 
competition from new workers lobby for burdensome 
conditions. According to IJ’s latest report, California 
enforces some of the most-stringent licensing rules in 
the nation. Instead of revising them, the state hires 
more inspectors to fine and even jail unlicensed work-
ers. 

That shouldn’t surprise anyone. In 2019, Newsom 
signed a “landmark” law (Assembly Bill 5) that largely 
banned companies from hiring independent contrac-
tors as a way to help unions get a leg up. Why do you 
think truck drivers now are blocking the Port of Oak-
land? Apparently, Newsom’s idea of freedom doesn’t 
involve freedom to work in the open market. 

Even when California tries to make us a little freer, it 
does so in such a cumbersome way that its efforts 
backfire. The state’s cannabis legalization law in-
cludes so many restrictions and taxes that many 
growers continue to operate in the black market. 

(Continued from page 5) So, governor, Florida may be an unappealing swamp, 
but it’s less regulated – and therefore generally freer – 
than California.  

Steven Greenhut is Western region director for the R 
Street Institute. Write to him at sgreenhut@rstreet.org 



 Dear COLAB Members,   

Did you know that lessening the burden of government is a bonafide and legitimate 
function of a charitable endeavor, i.e. a 501c3 tax exempt foundation?  Is that not a 
cause you can believe in and support?  Well, thankfully, COLAB now has its own 
foundation!!! 

COLAB can now raise funds from other foundations, as well as, individuals who don’t 
own their own business!  That means that everyone who contributes to the COLAB 
Foundation can write off their contributions. 

The COLAB Foundation is a public charity formed to procure funding for the Santa 
Barbara County Coalition of Labor, Agriculture and Business (COLAB) and other se-
lect non-profit entities to advance education and science, combat community deterio-
ration and lessen the burden of government. 

Of course, the donations to the COLAB Foundation can only be used to educate the 
public about the work that COLAB and others are doing in our community, but we 
have been educating people all along!  

The COLAB Foundation! 

Donations are tax-deductible as a charitable contribution!  

Please send your contribution to: 

The COLAB Foundation 

PO Box 7523 

Santa Maria, CA 93456 

Or online at: 

http://www.colabsbc.org/COLAB-foundation-form.php 

Donations to the COLAB Foundation are deductible IRC 170 as the foundation 

is an IRS approver 501 C3 charity. 

Our EIN is 81-1088586 
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tell the whole story.  Back in 2008, the stock market 
took such a deep dive the fund lost over $1 billion!  
Since 2008, the county has had to invest several hun-
dred million dollars more than they would normally 
contribute to keep the beneficiaries whole.  And they 
won’t be done with those payments for another eight 
years, that is, unless the market tanks again!   

 What is bothersome here is that because the fund is 
temporarily at 90%, county supervisors are asserting 
that the pension plan is “sustainable”.  That statement 
is based on nothing less than a snapshot accounting 
gimmick.  If the plan was sustainable, the county 
would not have had to augment the fund with hun-
dreds of millions of dollars over a 20-year period. 

 It is noteworthy that 23 department heads, including 5 
who are elected, can make up to $244,572 per year 
and they want a raise!  Their salaries are so high, that 
many will have a retirement that is the envy of million-
aires!  Somebody in the private sector would have to 
sock away millions to get the same payout they will 
receive. Accordingly, our elected leaders are en-
meshed both personally and ethically in the unsus-
tainable salary-pension predicament. 

 It is a tragedy and travesty that our elected leaders 
are more committed to county employees than they 
are to the interests of the taxpayers who elected them 
in part to safeguard the peoples’ finances.   

The system is clearly unsustainable and county ser-
vices and infrastructure are being shortchanged as a 
result. 

(Continued from page 8) 
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and imbalanced, and therefore portrays the project 
more favorably than may be warranted.” 

Ya think? It’s 2022 and High Speed Rail from San 
Francisco to Los Angeles is still just a pipe dream – 
especially the “high speed” part. 

In February 2019, President Trump called for Califor-
nia to return all federal rail funding, following Gov. 
Gavin Newsom’s state of the state address where the 
Governor vowed to kill High Speed Rail saying, “there 
simply isn’t a path to get from Sacramento to San Die-
go, let alone from San Francisco to LA.”  However, 
Newsom flipped on his promise within the week, an-
nouncing he was allowing one odd segment of the rail 
project to be built in the Central Valley, nicknamed 
“the conjugal express,” going from prison to prison, 
Madera to Bakersfield.  The goal for the strange and 
unnecessary rail line was so California would not have 
to return $3.5 billion to the federal government. 

California Senate Republicans take a deeper dive and 
break down the real myths vs facts: 

Myth: High-Speed Rail will “establish a clean, 
efficient 220 MPH transportation system.” 

Fact: “There has been nothing efficient about 
high-speed rail in California. The original cost 
of the project was projected to be $33 billion 
and is now expected to be at least $105 billion 
before it is completed. What is worse, the plan 
no longer even includes purchasing trains. So, 

(Continued from page 3) 
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the state doesn’t have a way to test if the sys-
tem works, or if the trains can even go the 
promised 220mph.” 

I reported in 2011, “Complicating matters, the first 
segment of the rail system won’t even run high-speed 
trains until the entire system is built. The initiative re-
quired the train to be only high-speed.” 

Myth: High-Speed Rail will allow travel “from 
Los Angeles to San Francisco in about 2 ½ 
hours for about $50 a person.” 

Fact: “Way back in 2015 the Los Angeles 
Times conducted a study and determined the 
cost to ride high-speed rail from Los Angeles 
to San Francisco under the best of circum-
stances would be between $83 and $105. With 
the cost rising from $33 billion to at least $105 
billon and inflation at a 40-year high, the likely 
cost will be considerably more, if, (or when) 
the system is ever completed.” 

Myth: High-Speed Rail will be completed as 
early as 2020. 

Fact: That date has come and gone. The first 
leg of high-speed rail, from Merced to Bakers-
field, now has an estimated completion of 
2029. 

Remember, the initiative was passed by voters in 
2008. 

According to to Proposition 1A, The California High-
(Continued on page 18) 
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Speed Rail Authority must have all of the the funding ahead of time, before any construction starts on a new 
segment. 

Pacific Gas &Electric and Southern California Edison will be providing the electricity for high-speed rail, with 
estimates of additional demands for electricity already coming in at 1 percent to 5 percent of the state’s total 
energy usage. “Even Cal ISO doesn’t have any estimates for the cost,” a Capitol staffer told me in 2012. “High-
speed rail has got to consume a great deal of power. Where will the power come from?” 

That question was never answered. And with California’s deficient electricity grid, electric car owners are told 
not to charge their cars on hot summer afternoons. It’s clear the state can’t handle the energy requirement for 
the high speed train, or electric cars. they are trying to convince everyone to purchase. 

Here’s what lawmakers and the High Speed Rail Authority knew in 2011: 

According to a July 2011 energy usage analysis prepared for the California High-Speed Rail Program 
Management Team, total electricity usage for the proposed rail system would be “8.32 million kilowatt-
hours (kWh) per day,” and more than 3 billion kWh per year. 

The average three-person household in California is about 6,000 kWh per year, or a little more than 
2,000 KWh per person. 

According to the California Public Utilities Commission, electricity customers in the state paid an aver-
age rate of about 15.2 cents per kWh. 

At 15.2 cents per kWh, the total utility bill for high-speed rail would be nearly $1.26 million per day, and 
more than $460 million per year. And that’s probably a very conservative estimate. 

With California’s climate-change mantra of “no dirty coal,” “no natural gas,” no hydroelectricity” and “no nuclear 
power,” many wonder if the high-speed trains will be powered by windmills, solar panels, cooking oil and algae. 

Try not to seethe when you read California Senate Republicans’ Myth vs. Fact on High Speed Rail. The Califor-
nia Legislature has had 14 years to put a fork in this flagrant debacle, but punts every time because it is a bot-
tomless pit of taxpayer funds, and a plethora of union jobs. It doesn’t matter to the majority party if anything is 
ever built. 

Katy Grimes is Editor of the California Globe, is a long-time Investigative Journalist covering the California 
State Capitol, and the co-author of California's War Against Donald Trump: Who Wins? Who Loses? 
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